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6. Scientists on Stamps

Heroes of science

Two quotations outline my thoughts behind looking at heroes of science:

… stamps constitute the tip of the iceberg of the nexus of cultural, 
historical and political forces of the society to which they give 
expression … offering images which provide the possibility of a degree 
of independent or national assertion (Scott, 1995, p. 94).

Postage stamps are particularly suitable for making comparisons between 
attitudes, (to science and scientists), in different countries, because they 
communicate chiefly in pictorial or symbolic fashion, no great linguistic 
skill is needed to interpret their messages (Jones, 2001, p. 404).

The analysis of Chapter Three clearly supports the ideas put forward in these 
quotations. This chapter now seeks to explore in further detail the way that 
they key scientists are portrayed on stamps. The title “heroes of science” implies 
that the scientists concerned have had their reputations enhanced, that in some 
way they have become celebrities, this acknowledged through their exposure 
on stamps. In Chapter Three, I described the reasoning behind my inclusion of 
explorers as scientists in this study. Newer countries that have themselves been 
explored record the experience of exploration as part of their immediate history, 
as well as celebrating subsequent anniversaries of such events. By implication, 
therefore, foreign scientists have contributed to the history of the country being 
explored. This has been a common thread throughout my study. It is also clear 
that history, as recorded on postage stamps, may continue to cause distress to 
subjugated indigenous populations, but this is largely ignored. Some reparation 
has been made through acknowledgement of these different cultures on modern 
postage stamps but not (yet) through science.

In the review that follows, I shall mention well known explorers, but largely 
concentrate upon examples of local-born heroes. Examples have been chosen 
because they feature prominently in the country of choice over a long time 
period, which allows for additional comparison of design and context.

The taxonomy of the stamps in this study shows approximately half of all 
science stamps using the image of a named scientist as the main feature. I have 
recorded stamp images of those scientists who have been celebrated on the 
country’s stamps more than once in country and chronological order. I have 
also paid attention to those foreign scientists honoured by a country that does 
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not claim them as their own. What are the reasons for portraying scientists on 
stamps? An association with an achievement is obvious. It might also be used 
as a nation-building or a civic education objective, or as a feel-good initiative 
about the nation’s achievements. In all cases, I suggest, scientists on stamps may 
be termed heroes of science.

How does one define a hero? 

Heroes are recognised by society because they bring credit to a country. 
Celebration of their achievements might occur through national honours, 
representation in paintings and statues, biographies, inclusion within histories, 
fellowships and recognition in their own particular spheres of society, and 
use of their images on coins and banknotes. Within this study, I examine the 
representation of science and scientists on postage stamps. I have no control 
over who appears, as it is the issuing postal authority who selects the scientist in 
order to convey a message. What I shall do is reflect on those choices and the way 
that science is represented through the potrayal of these scientific celebrities. 

In his book, Celebrity and Power: Fame in contemporary culture, Marshall 
describes a celebrity as an individual who is given a greater presence and a 
wider scope of activity than the person in the street and details “how power is 
articulated through the celebrity” (Marshall, 1997, p. ix). He states that:

Celebrity status operates at the very centre of the culture as it resonates 
with conceptions of individuality that are the ideological ground of 
Western culture … Celebrity status also confers on the person a certain 
discursive power: within society, the celebrity is a voice above others, 
a voice that is channeled into the media systems as being legitimately 
significant. (Marshall, 1997, p. x)

Marshall discusses the fact that real celebrity requires a substance, an 
achievement, skill or embedded significance, without which the celebrity 
sign is entirely image. In this study, the assumption is made that the scientist 
celebrated on the postage stamp has done something significant to earn the 
celebration at the time of the issue. 

The heroes that follow are selected from the stamp images available, determined 
by the definitions above, but with specific additions related to scientists as 
heroes. My additions include scientists who are:

• Major contributors to new (scientific) knowledge or understanding.

• Major influences upon the understanding of science and science methodology 
beyond their immediate area of expertise.
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• Role models who may have had to overcome obstacles in pursuing their 
objectives.

• Scientists well known to people outside of their immediate area of expertise.

• Possessors of a name recognisable to the general public.

• Scientists who are known to the postal authorities (who will want to 
concentrate upon the local identities that help define a country’s role in 
science).

A question of numbers?

A measure of a scientist’s heroism and their impact upon the world could be the 
number of times his or her image has been used on postage stamps. I examined 
two university websites that purport to list the names and images of scientists 
shown on postage stamps. The University of Frankfurt has a website with a 
composite of six albums that name the scientist represented, along with the 
country and year of the stamp issue. There were 823 stamps in the list entitled 
“physicists on stamps”, and 254 named scientists in total. The top six named 
scientists, listed in the Table 6.1, comprise nearly one-third of all stamps 
appearing on this website. It offers an indication of the top heroes of science 
shown for all countries of the world on postage stamps. 

Table 6.1: The popularity of images of scientists on stamps shown on the 
University of Frankfurt website.  

Favourites by number of stamps–Percentage of all stamps listed

1) Albert Einstein (1879–1955) – 149 – 8 .2%

2) Marie Curie-Sklodowska (1867–1934) – 44 – 5 .3%

3) Alexander Graham Bell (1847–1922) – 43 – 5 .2%

4) Galileo Galilei (1564–1642) – 38 – 4 .6%

5) Nikolaus Kopernikus (1473–1543) – 26 – 3 .2%

6) Pierre and Marie Curie – 21 – 2 .4%

Source: http://th.physik.uni.frankfurt.de/~jr/physstamps.html

A similar website is compiled by Jeff Miller, who lists images of mathematicians 
on postage stamps. On this website, there were 720 stamps with the image of a 
mathematician, with 127 named subjects. The top six, listed in the Table 6.2, 
comprise 27% of the total number of stamps in this websote. Again, the top six 
are names we would expect to see in such a compilation.
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Table 6.2: The popularity of scientist images shown on Jeff Miller’s 
website. 

Favourites by number of stamps–Percentage of all stamps listed

 1) Isaac Newton (1643–1727) – 61 – 8 .5%

 2) Johannes Kepler (1571–1630) – 46 – 6 .4%

 3) Avicenna (980–1037) – 39 – 5 .4%

 4) Albrecht Durer (1471–1528) – 19 – 2 .6%

 5) L . A . de Bougainville (1729–1811) – 16 – 2 .2%

 6) Leonhard Euler (1707–1783) –16 – 2 .2%

Source: http://jeff560.trpod.com/stamps.html.

Having evaluated these numbers as indicators, my study now seeks to explore 
more deeply the concept of the localised hero at particular times in history, and 
the messages that such stamps tell. The ten countries of interest to my study 
have been examined in order. The examples I have selected to discuss in this 
chapter were born or reared in the country concerned, or are those whose main 
achievements were made in the country being considered. The frequency of 
major heroes occuring on stamps is shown in a table at the end of each country 
section. Also evaluated is the influence of foreign scientists through their 
celebration on the postage stamps of each country.

The number of scientists considered in this section will not match exactly the 
number of stamps showing a scientist. Each scientist from each country is 
counted once, however many times he or she appears on a stamp, and some stamp 
images laud more than one individual. Figure 6.1 shows an example of multiple 
celebrants upon a single stamp, which reflects the achievements of three named 
scientists. The message conveyed by this stamp is that these veterinarians have 
contributed to French Veterinary Research. Their images are tied together in the 
design by three arches, textually described as the cradle of veterinary research 
represented by three men in Lyon, Alfort and Toulouse. The text is required to 
explain the context, although the stamp is itself a mirror of history.

Figure 6.1: France, 1951. French veterinary research, featuring Edmund 
Nocard (1850–1903), microbiologist veterinarian, Professor H Bouley, 
veterinarian, and J. B. A. Chauveau (1827–1917), veterinarian. Gibbons 
catalogue # 1119. 
Source: Author’s collection.
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Explorers on postage stamps, celebrated as both 
foreign and local heroes

On a count of pure numbers of stamps celebrating a particular individual we 
find immediate anomalies (Tables 6.3 and 6.4). It would appear that Captain 
James Cook is the most celebrated local hero of Australia and New Zealand. 
But Cook was an Englishman, a British Naval Officer on a scientific voyage 
to study the 1769 transit of Venus from Tahiti, with the secondary objective 
of discovery in the Pacific. To the conquering populations of these two 
countries, he might well be a hero whose reputation is regularly embellished 
with stamp issues with a nation-building emphasis. Cook is anything but a 
hero to the indigenous occupiers of the land. We might well ask if it has been 
the stamps that have made the hero, anticipating that the images act as lenses 
to the historical achievement or if they are the easy reflections (mirrors) of a 
hero? Cook has also been celebrated as a discoverer of note by Ireland and the 
United States, who has marked the 200th anniversary of his visits to Alaska and 
Hawaii. A sample of the stamps featuring James Cook are shown in Figure 6.34.  
The top six celebrants on the stamps of Australia and top three celebrants on 
the stamps of New Zealand are shown in Tables 6.3 and 6.4. Explorers are the 
profession most celebrated by these two countries, until the 1960s, as a means 
of nation-building and civic education to an immigrant population perhaps 
unaware of history. James Cook’s achievements were also celebrated strongly 
to commemorate the bicentenary of Australia in 1988. Cook’s key scientific 
advisors, such as Joseph Banks and Daniel Solander, have been nominated as 
contributors to Cook’s success by both Australia and New Zealand. Another 
common feature shown in the tables is the fact that there is a local explorer in 
both lists. William C. Wentworth was educated in England but won his repute 
through inland exploration of Australia (this achievement has been discussed in 
Chapter Three, see Figures 3.23 and 3.24).

Table 6.3: The top six scientists celebrated on Australian stamps. 

Scientist Achievement No . of stamps

Captain James Cook English explorer, navigator 16

Captain Matthew Flinders Explorer, navigator (Australian coastline) 5

Robert O'Hara Burke and 
William John Wills

Inland explorers (North/South routes) 5

William C . Wentworth Inland explorer and polymath 5

Abel Tasman Dutch explorer, navigator 3

William Dampier English explorer, navigator 3

Source: Author’s research.
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New Zealand born Sir Edmund Hillary is a twentieth-century hero who came to 
the public’s attention when he became one of two climbers to conquer Mount 
Everest in 1953. He later led the 1955–1958 New Zealand Antarctic Expedition. 
As shown in Table 6.4, he has been shown on New Zealand stamps eight times.

Table 6.4: The top three scientists celebrated on New Zealand stamps. 

Scientist Achievement No . of stamps

Captain James Cook English explorer, navigator 11

Sir Edmund Hillary Apiarist, explorer, diplomat 8

Abel Tasman Dutch explorer, navigator 5

Source: Author’s research.

A similar situation regarding the celebration of local or foreign scientists as 
national heros arises in regard to the way in which the recipients of Nobel 
Prizes are claimed by various countries. The country of birth and their adopted 
countries where the work was carried out can both be used in order to claim a 
scientist as a national hero. There are also scientists whose scientific contribution 
to the world is so well respected that many countries celebrate them. I have 
characterised these as foreign heroes, discussed at the end of this chapter.

The image representation of the scientist

The number of scientists celebrated on stamps within my study is shown in 
Table 6.5 and Figure 6.2.

Table 6.5: Scientists appearing on stamps.

Type of image Number

Recognisable image, generally a portrait 491

Generic figures of scientists 191

Recognisable image and appropriate context 937

No personalised image but an attributable, acknowledged scientific 
achievement

448

Total 2, 067

Source: Author’s research.

These totals of the number of scientists are represented in a pie chart Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Scientists appearing on stamps. 
Source: Author’s research.

Generic figures do not conform to my definition of a hero of science, as they 
cannot be named and have a scientific achievement acribed to them. They are 
included for taxonomic completeness, as extensive use has been made of such 
images in telling political messages, particularly by the totalitarian states of 
Eastern Europe, as described in Chapter Four. Only recognisable scientists are 
included in the remainder of this chapter as heroes.

My study shows that the number of local heroes outnumbers foreign scientists 
honoured by a country on postage stamps by a factor of 5:1. The ratio of local 
males to local females is 24:1. A similar ratio exists for foreign heroes. The 
proportions of local and foreign scientists for each of the ten countries studied 
is shown in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: The numbers of local and foreign heroes of science appearing 
on stamps, by gender and country.
Source: Author’s research.
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Science heroes have been celebrated on stamps in various guises: regularly 
honoured as heroes in sets that describe multiple achievements, on single 
stamps celebrating anniversary dates, within institutional celebrations and sets, 
as celebrities in their own right; or honoured just once or twice, indicating 
transient fame, even as a scientist.

Local heroes of science

I shall be paying particular attention to two questions in looking at heroes of 
science:

1. Is the public awareness and perception of science mirrored on postage 
stamps? 

2. Have stamps been issued that contribute to the public awareness of science? 

I will examine how the sophistication and detail of context reflects an indication 
of the public awareness of science by looking at specific examples, following the 
country by country approach used previously.

Australia

A broad selection of foreign scientists have been represented on Australian 
stamps: Florence Nightingale (1955 nursing anniversary), Alexander Graham 
Bell (1976 centenary of the telephone), Edmond Halley (1986 return of Halley’s 
Comet) and the three DNA encoders, Crick, Watson and Wilkins (2003, 50 years 
of genetics) have all been prompted by anniversaries of scientists’ discoveries or 
recognition. 

Since the 1990s, Australia has celebrated living scientists on its stamps. This 
has been a logical development, with Australia Post initiating an annual series 
in 1997, to coincide with Australia Day, entitled Australian legends. At first 
these legends were all sports people. No celebration of Australian Olympic 
legends in 1998 would have been complete without recognising a very much 
active Dawn Fraser. No hue and cry ensued with Dawn Fraser’s appearance, and 
Australia Post have subsequently chose legends without consciously omitting 
live persons. The 2002 celebrities were five Legends of medical science who were 
acknowledged through portrait photographs, taking two-thirds of the available 
space. The medical scientists were named, albeit in a very small font. The five 
2012 legends celebrated were Medical specialists. Fred Hollows and Howard 
Florey were again honoured within this genre. Five of the seven Australian-
born female scientists shown on Australian stamps have been from the three sets 
celebrating medical prowess issued in 1995, 2002 and 2012.
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The first scientist hero celebrated on a stamp who was unequivocally Australian 
was virologist Sir Frank Macfarlane Burnet. He has been honoured three times 
on stamps (see Figure 6.4). The first image, from a set of four, was issued in 1975 
with the title of Scientific discovery and this theme is printed in a very small font 
on the image. The set is tied together through format. Each stamp has what looks 
like a paper-tape representation of theme and a large amount of text that is so 
small that it almost requires a magnifying glass to make sense of. The text reads: 

The foundation of modern immunology is the clonal selection theory, 
which explains how and why anti-bodies are made, occurring in organ 
transplants. The theory was devised and applied by Sir Frank Macfarlane 
Burnet in Australia. 

The second stamp features Dame Jean Macnamara (1899–1968), the third female 
named and pictured on an Australian stamp (after Florence Nightingale and 
Dr Constance Stone). Her discovery, in collaboration with Macfarlane Burnet, 
of the existence of more than one strain of polio virus was reported in 1931 in 
the British Journal of Experimental Pathology and has been acknowledged as an 
early step towards the development of the Salk vaccine. The scientific theme of 
this stamp is shown to be viruses. 

The third stamp is from a set of five Nobel prize winners, the first time that 
Australia Post has featured this subject. Four of the five celebrants are scientists. 
All are illustrated through formal portraits, and the painter’s name is shown 
textually, as is the title of the celebration and the name of the awardee. All items 
in the set are for the local service fee, suggesting an aspect of civil education and 
nation-building in the message intended. Over the years, Australia has shown 
a portrait of the celebrant with some indication of context. Portraits alone are 
the second-most popular design concept, occuring just behind the classification 
of portrait with context. For Australia, an example of this trend was shown in 
Chapter Two, Figure 2.6. 

The stamps reproduced in Figure 6.6 appear to challenge the trend towards 
increasing context. The stamps were, however, issued to send three quite distinct 
messages and the designers have kept to their briefs, representing McFarlane 
Burnet’s achievements as a contributor to scientific discovery, celebrating 
medical discovery, and ] as a Nobel Prize winner. These stamps were embedded 
in contexts which were not simply celebrations of an Australian hero.
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Figure 6.4: Australia, 1975, 1995 and 2012. Macfarlane Burnet. Renniks 
catalogue # 540 and 1532. The 2012 issue is too new to have been 
allocated a Renniks catalogue number.
Source: Author’s collection.

New Zealand

New Zealand has the smallest number of examples of scientists on stamps of the ten 
countries included in this study. The numbers were very small until New Zealand 
Post issued a series of issues to celebrate the millennium. These were largely 
historical perspectives and all included context as a part of that perspective.  
I believe that New Zealand Post has recorded the scientific achievements of New 
Zealanders appropriately and that its millennium issues, discussed in Chapter 
Seven, make a strong case for science and technology improvements in people’s 
lives. The only foreigners recognised as such and celebrated by New Zealand 
Post have been explorers, including Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin with the 
First man on the moon issue of 1994, the 25th anniversary of their moon-landing. 
No recognised female scientist has appeared on a New Zealand stamp.

Ernest Rutherford (1871–1937), has been celebrated three times on New 
Zealand Post issues. Rutherford was awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry 1908 
for his work on radioactivity. The first stamp shown in Figure 6.5 celebrates 
Rutherford’s birth centenary in 1971. There is an attempt at showing context, 
with the inclusion of a sketch of the deflection of alpha particles by an atomic 
nucleus. The second stamps has a portrait incorporated into a background that 
shows the unmistakable image of the New Zealand flag and an atomic structure. 
The challenge is declared in the text “leading the way, splitting the atom 1919”. 
The images combine to make the stamp a lens. The third stamp is from a 2008 
set of 26 entitled The A-Z of New Zealand. Rutherford’s role as a hero of science 
is confirmed within this set: “R is for Rutherford”. The three issues reflect the 
change in emphasis of the image in telling its message. The head of Rutherford 
dominates the early issue, although there is some attempt at context on the 
1  cent stamp, but the representation of the atomic structure is given equal 
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status to the portrait of the young man in the 1999 and 2008 representations. 
It illustrates a trend that we can recognise for most countries. Prior to the mid-
1950s, a portrait was used as the main icon, with or without a textual naming 
of the scientist. Context was incidental, if it was included at all. From the 1950s, 
context would be used as the device to explain why the person was being used 
to tell a message. The later stamp almost sees the head being dominated by the 
context, in this case, the atomic structure diagram.

Figure 6.5: New Zealand, 1971, 1999 and 2008. Campbell Paterson 
catalogue # S150, SH105 and S1102. 
Source: Author’s collection.

Great Britain

Great Britain has, in most cases, highlighted institutions of science in order to 
celebrate the achievements of its scientists since the mid-1960s. Anniversaries 
are significant prompts for the issue of sets of, usually, five stamps. Historically, 
many scientists have gravitated to England to pursue their careers and have 
their work and achievements absorbed into history. Figures such as Ernest 
Rutherford (New Zealand), Robert Boyle (Ireland), Gugliemo Marconi (Italy), and 
Dennis Gabor (Hungary), have been acknowledged as if they were British-born.  
In this study, I categorise these figures as foreign scientists, as their initial studies 
were conducted in their birth countries, even though their main consolidated 
achievements may have been publicised through a Great Britain institution. 
The only legitimately foreign scientist celebrated by Great Britain is Benjamin 
Franklin, the American polymath who had appeared twice on British stamps. 
Franklin was a Fellow of the Royal Society and was chosen by them for inclusion 
in the issue of 2010 celebrating its 350th anniversary, alongside nine British 
scientists, (including Boyle and Rutherford), as its face representing 35 years 
of the Society, 1765–1790. Living persons have not been honoured by Royal 
Mail except when more modern discoveries or inventions have been featured 
and it happens that those responsible, although not named individually, are 
celebrated by implication. James Watson, a decoder of DNA, for example, is 
still alive.
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There are several examples that extending the observation that science and 
technology messages from Royal Mail use images that show the context of the 
message but do not necessarily name the responsible scientist. The British 
discovery and invention issue of 1967 featured radar, penicillin, jet engine and 
television without crediting anyone with discovering these subjects, although 
later issues featured the same subjects and included the names of Watson-Watt, 
Fleming, and Whittle. The 2007 World of invention set again featured television 
without naming John Logie Baird, although it is apparent that he was in the 
designer’s mind when he worked on the image. This is stated in the explanatory 
notes of Royal Mail’s review of the postage stamps of that year (Kennedy, 2007, 
p. 19). One might argue that the British public would know the inventor’s names 
but the stamps, being in a multi-value set, as Royal Mail stamps generally are, 
means some are destined for use on overseas mail. 

There are three quite obvious constraints on Royal Mail’s use of a scientist’s 
image to convey a message: the convention to not show living persons on postage 
stamps, the time taken for the status of a scientist to be realised to convey a 
science message, and the inbuilt time delays imposed by the lengthy processes 
of the issuing authority. The monarch and the monarch’s family are the only 
living, recognisable people on the postage stamps of Great Britain. I discuss 
these issues further in Chapter Eight. 

Great Britain has shown Charles Darwin on its stamps 16 times. Naturalist 
Charles Darwin (1809–1882) was born in 1809. In 1831, he embarked on a five-
year survey voyage around the world on HMS Beagle. His studies of specimens 
around the globe led him to formulate his theory of evolution and his views on 
the process of natural selection. In 1859, he published On the Origin of Species. 
He died on April 19, 1882, in London. (McCalman, 2009). 

Figure 6.6 shows the older Darwin, animal and plant species, and an Indian 
Ocean atoll anecdotally accepted as being the foundation of his observations, 
on sets of stamps issued on two life anniversaries. Darwin’s portrait is the main 
feature of each stamp in the early set, appearing along with his signature and 
two species of the genus of tortoises, iguanas, finches and human skulls, all 
of which were critical to his evolutionary case. The second set, like the first, 
provides a lens into Darwin’s expertise. Each stamp has the text “Darwin” and 
the stamps designate and provide the context for the scientist’s interests in 
zoology, ornithology, geology, botany, and anthropology. The stamps are cut in 
order to fit together as a symbolic jigsaw. The sets are a celebration of the man 
with an acknowledgement of his theory. The miniature sheet records the survey 
conducted of the Galapagos Islands conducted by HMS Beagle in 1835 and 
the species observed by Darwin. The postmark on the sheet records Darwin’s 
reference to the event: “I am turned into a sort of machine for observing facts 
and grinding out conclusions”. This provides an interesting insight into Darwin 
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and the huge amount of labour he invested in his investigations, reflecting 
his meticulous approach to understanding and proving his concepts prior 
to publication. All the Darwin images are lenses, encouraging the viewer to 
become engaged to understand his thesis.

Figure 6.6: Great Britain, 1982 and 2009. Charles Darwin death 
centenary and Charles Darwin birth bi-centenary. Gibbons catalogue 
# 1175–1178 and 2898–2903. 
Source: Author’s collection.

The first five stamps shown in Figure 6.6 are dominated by Darwin’s image. I do 
need to ask what the casual viewer would make of the five jigsaw images of the 
second set if they were seen separately, which illustrate the interests of Darwin 
the generalist naturalist. Certainly the unique shape of the stamps marks them 
as different, and the theme is shown in text in a bold font. The last five stamps I 
categorise as showing a scientific image in absentia as it contains no portrait but 
celebrates a known scientist. 

The context trend is apparent in these Darwin examples. We see the man, who 
will be known to many who see the image, across a range of service fees for 
future use both in the United Kingdom and worldwide. The first set shows 
examples from nature that Darwin observed and which prompt edhis theory 
of evolution. The second set moves into a contextual perspective for all but 
the portrait on the “within UK” service prepayment. The word “Darwin” does 
appear in the text, but the image, the context, carries the message.

The British set stamps shown in Figure 6.7 omits any mention of the scientists 
behind the discovery of DNA; only context is shown. Francis Crick (1916–2004) 
and James Watson (born 1928) are the featured scientists behind Great Britain 
The secret of life set, which celebrates the progress to decipher the genetic code 
of the molecule that makes life possible: deoxyribonucleic acid, better known as 
DNA. The set celebrates the 50th anniversary of the discovery of the structure 
of DNA by young Cambridge scientists. This issue is definitely a lens, using a 
humorous approach to prompt interest. However, I learned from Mr Parker, 
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Head of Stamp Strategy at Royal Mail, that market research had indicated that 
the humour was not that well received by the general public, and that the 
approach was not what was expected for a scientific celebration. 

James Watson, the American co-discoverer of the DNA helix is a living scientist, 
a fact at odds with the Royal Mail conventions of not celebrating living persons 
(other than the Royal Family). This might explain why it is the achievement, 
featuring a 50% British contribution, does not show the name of the scientists 
responsible, although the other three stamps in the set issued as The Scientists’ 
tale names Faraday, Newton and Darwin. Crick and Watson are in august 
company. It could also be that the cartoons have been used in this instance to 
deflect attention away from the discoverers and to prompt thought towards the 
achievement and its implications.

Figure 6.7: Great Britain, 2003. DNA, the secret of life. Gibbons 
Catalogue # 2343–2347. 
Source: Author’s collection.

France

France has recognised approximately 150 of its scientists in stamps over the 164 
years it has been issuing postage stamps. France shows much less consistency 
in its loyalty to particular scientists than any other country studied (see Table 
5.5), although 15 scientists have been used to send a scientific message more 
than once. Edouard Branly’s place in the history of the wireless has been 
celebrated twice on French stamps, shown earlier in Figure 5.14. Explorers 
Cartier, D’Urville and La Pérouse have been shown on stamps, as has the French 
perspective of the history of flight, and the contributions of Le Bris and Dumont 
are described in Figures 5.27 and 5.32, reflecting France’s scientific competences 
in the nineteenth century. I am unable to explain the decrease in the number of 
scientists reflected on stamps during the decade 1980–1990, although somewhat 
fewer stamps were issued overall in this time frame. The percentage of stamps 
including a picture of the scientist and context is high.

The French Post Office has celebrated French scientists since the 1930s. Its issuing 
policy appears to concentrate upon the scientist and his or her achievement, 
and has included context, where appropriate and capable of illustration, in 
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addition to a portraits commemorating its heroes. France has been consistent 
in its issue of Red Cross Fund charity stamps at a premium and has portrayed 
many medical scientists. Almost twice as many scientists have been shown on 
the stamps of France as Great Britain. France seems to place less reliance upon 
anniversaries for the prompt to issue a new stamp. It is an explorer, Jacques 
Cartier, the discoverer of Quebec, who has had the most stamps issued in his 
honour, and this number is only four. France’s heritage with respect to pioneers 
of flight is well recorded on stamps, with Clement Ader and Henri Fabre shown 
on three stamps each. 

The adopted daughter of France, Marie Curie (1867–1934), physicist and dual 
Nobel Prize laureate, and her scientific relationship with husband Pierre Curie 
(1859–1906) have been recognised four times by French Poste. These stamps are 
shown in Figure 6.8. In 1938, the celebration was on behalf of the International 
Anti-Cancer Fund on the occasion of the 40th anniversary of discovery of radium. 
60 years later, 1998, the centenary of the discovery of radium by Marie and 
Pierre Curie was marked without the use of their images. It is the achievement 
that is considered as the key to tell its message, which was combined with the 
50th anniversary of ZOE Reactor, Chatillon. A complete understanding of the 
message will require a lot of prior knowledge from the observer. The middle 
stamp is described in the Gibbons catalogue as Marie Curie and Pitchblende, 
an amorphous, black, pitchy form of the crystalline uranium oxide mineral 
uraninite. The final stamp, issued in 2011 to mark the International Year of 
Chemistry shows Marie Curie in the laboratory with a photographic image that 
has also been used by the Irish and Polish post offices.

Figure 6.8: France, 1938, 1998 and 2011. (Pierre and) Marie Curie. 
Gibbons catalogue # 617, 1765 and 3550. WNS catalogue # FR017.11. 
Source: Author’s collection.

One other heroic French scientist is mentioned here, as the images clearly reflect 
the introduction of context as a part of the message sent by the issue (Figure 
6.9). Louis Braille (1809–1852), was 15 when he developed an ingenious system 
of reading and writing by means of raised dots. Two years later he adapted his 
method to musical notation. The first stamp, issued as a single in 1948, a charity 
stamp with a 4f premium on the service value of 6f, implies that Braille needed no 
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textual description of his celebrity. The second stamp, which appeared 60 years 
later, includes his name and an image of the awl with which he developed the 
Braille system of reading. The first stamp is a mirror, the second requires an 
understanding of the technique Braille invented and is, therefore, a lens.

Figure 6.9: France, 1948 and 2009. Louis Braille birth bi-centenary 
commemoration. Gibbons catalogue #1023 and WNS # FR001.09.
Source: Author’s collection.

Germany

I have examined the stamps from the five appropriate German postal authorities 
to see if I could determine any significant favouritism in claiming a scientist for 
East or West Germany during the 42 years of partition. I could not, although 
the West Germany post office did issue specific stamps celebrating famous 
West Berliners. 

Analysing the stamps celebrating science, I can discern an increasing level of 
relevant contextual information with time, but I believe it is true to say that 
Germany has looked to provide context in its earlier stamps, more so than other 
authorities. One reason might be that there was an early trend to focus upon 
the development of flight, which lent itself to meaningful images to accompany 
portraits of the designer. East Germany, as we have seen, followed Russia’s lead 
in cataloguing Russia’s space programme with its inherent visual opportunities.

Physicist Otto von Guericke (1602–1686), best known for his studies of air 
pressure, is the first (pure) scientist acknowledged with a 1936 German stamp 
celebration. From left to right, the stamps in Figure 6.10 are: 1936 issue showing 
a portrait within a frame; 1977 issue, with half of the stamp taken up with 
the image of von Guericke, with context introduced through a copy of the 
engraving by Caspar Scott of the Magdeburg hemispheres experiment; 2002 
issue illustrating the proof of the power of a vacuum, with 16 horses were unable 
to separate vacuum-sealed hemispheres. The background to this final image 
incorporates the Copernicus diagram of the planets. The sequence of images 
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moves from mirror to lens as it moves from the simple portrait to a contextual 
representation. The third stamp is a good example of a context only image with 
an eye-catching design and the name of the responsible scientist just legible as 
the textual explanation of the celebration.

Figure 6.10: Germany, 1936. Otto von Guericke, 250th death anniversary; 
DDR, 1977. Otto von Guericke from a set of four, German celebrities; 
Germany, 2002. Otto von Guericke, 400th birth anniversary. Gibbons 
catalogue # 605, E 1917 and 3138. 
Source: Author’s collection.

The Germanys have celebrated physicist Max Planck (1858-1947), who was 
awarded the 1918 Nobel Prize in Physics for his discovery of energy quanta, 
seven times on postage stamps. Four are reproduced in Figure 6.11 and illustrate 
the development of how images have shown more of the celebrity and his/her 
achievement over time. The first example is from the set of definitive stamps 
issued by East Germany in its first year of existence. The set showed ten 
celebrities with the theme of the 250th anniversary of the Academy of Sciences. 
The postal authority is indicating, under the guidance of Russia, that science 
will be important in the future and that it will be based upon the known 
institutions and the reputations and achievements of German scientists. West 
Germany reclaimed Max Planck two years later with a larger portrait from, 
again, a set of ten Famous Berliners. The text clearly names the scientist and the 
West German part of Berlin as the issuing authority. The third example shows 
radiation from a black body and the Max Planck quantum theory formula. This 
stamp is one of two issued under the auspices of Europa, the European Postal 
Authority, which annually recommends a theme to its members. This stamp 
has a direct reference to the scientist responsible, so it must be assumed that 
the discovery and its relevance will be known to the general public. Certainly 
this stamp is a lens, prompting a further look for explanation to the interested 
viewer. The fourth stamp combines elements of the previous three examples to 
celebrate both the man—via the photograph, the noting of his birth dates and 
his signature—and his achievement, shown through his formula. This stamp 
marks the 150th birth anniversary of Max Planck and was issued as a single 
item. It is part mirror and part lens. 
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Figure 6.11: DDR, 1950. Max Planck, 250th anniversary of the Academy 
of Sciences; West Berlin, 1952. Max Planck from Famous Berliners; 
Germany, 1994. Europa discoveries: Max Planck’s Quantum Theory; 
Germany, 2008. Max Planck, 150th birth anniversary. Gibbons catalogue 
# E25, B99, 2575 and 3530. 
Source: Author’s collection.

Ireland

Ireland has the second smallest number of scientists on its stamps in the ten 
countries under examination. Ireland was under British control until the Irish 
Free State was declared in 1922. Many Irish scientists prior that date were seen 
to be British and were absorbed into British history and stamp issue, but Ireland 
has been able to recognise a few heroes. There has been a spike in the number 
of science issues, reflecting the millennium issues of six stamps. All of the 11 
foreign scientists Ireland has celebrated were recognised on these stamps. They 
are interesting as they recreate, by photograph or painting, moments in time 
that are mirrors of what occurred and are seemingly without political motive. 

The only Irishman to have been awarded a Nobel Science Prize is E. T. S. 
Walton (1903–1995). The award celebrates his work with John Cockcroft, 
“atom-smashing” experiments done at Cambridge University in the early 1930s. 
Figure 6.12 shows a stamp issued on the occasion of his birth centenary. The 
background shows some of the wording on the Nobel Prize certificate. The 
stamp was issued as a mirror, it does not confront. Apart from the text, which 
mentions Walton as a Nobel Laureate in Physics, there is no indication that he is 
a scientist. The service value is for within Ireland, a suitable celebration of his 
understated achievement. 
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Figure 6.12: Eire, 2003. Ernest Walton, birth centenary. Hibernian 
catalogue # C1246.
Source: Author’s collection.

Soviet Russia and the Russian Federation

The scientist who has appeared on more Russian stamps than any other is Yuri 
Gagarin, who has been celebrated 46 times on the stamps of Russia alone. Some 
examples are shown in Figure 6.18. Two Russian scientists have been celebrated 
17 times: Mikhail V. Lomonosov (1711–1765), a polymath who was the first 
scientist celebrated by the Russian State a year after the creation of the USSR in 
1923; and Aleksandr Popov, an inventor of radio who has been discussed earlier 
in this chapter. 

The USSR was formally dissolved on 26 December 1991, after unrest within the 
constituent republics from 1985. The Russian Federation became the successor 
state of the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic and is recognised as the 
continuing legal personality of the All-Union state. The change in constitution, 
as was shown in Figure 4.29, saw a drop in the number of scientists being 
recognised on Russian stamp, although the trend from 2000 sees an increasing 
number of issues. The effect is also discussed later in this chapter.

The point at which context was included in Russian stamps is less well defined 
than has been previously discussed, as context has been used in many scientific 
messages from quite early on. This is interesting in itself, but the paradox is 
evident when Russia continues to use a simple poster-style representation 
alongside its most contextually rich images. Figure 6.13 illustrates two stamps, 
both issued in June 1983, to illustrate this observation.
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Figure 6.13: Russia, 1983. 20th anniversary of first woman cosmonaut 
Valentina Tereshkova’s space flight and 85th birth celebration of  
Petr Nikolaevich Pospelov (1888-1979), Academician and scientist. 
Gibbons catalogue # 5336 and 5337. 
Source: Author’s collection.

Dmitri I. Mendeleev (1834–1907), chemist and inventor is an obvious Russian 
hero of science who has been regularly recognised on postage stamps. Nine 
stamps have been issued by Russia. In 1934, his birth anniversary was celebrated 
with a set of four stamps. Three stamps in the set show Mendeleev within a 
cluttered frame, but one shows him sitting in a high-backed chair in front of a 
large wall poster containing the data from his periodic table of elements. The 
stamps shown below in Figure 6.14 celebrate Mendeleev as, left to right: One 
of the 1951 set of Russian Scientists. The facial image is complemented with an 
image of a chemical retort for context. The 50th death anniversary issue follows 
the full-face poster style within a complicated framing and description of the 
event being marked. The top border shows a monumental building that I cannot 
recognise, although the Russia catalogue notes the intention for this stamp to be 
reissued with an overprint notifying the general public of the VIII Mendeleev 
Congress 1958 (Stanley Gibbons Publications, 2010, Part 10, p. 74). The third 
stamp again uses a portrait to dominate the image and reinforce the perception 
of the scientist as an older man, deep in thought at his deck as he ponders 
the periodic table. The context is well thought out, with Mendeleev holding a 
pencil and some of his workings shown with chemical laboratory equipment in 
the immediate foreground. This stamp celebrates the centenary of the Periodic 
Law in 1969. At the same time, the miniature sheet reproduced in Figure 6.14 
(at a small size) was published. The embedded stamp is a simple portrait, but 
the complete design of the sheet is used to expand upon the periodic table and 
shows a signed and dated work paper. The sheet is garnished with a laurel leaf 
motif, denoting an honour to celebrant Mendeleev. The 6K stamp and the 30K 
sheet are both lenses, invoking a curiosity to understand the achievement.
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Figure 6.14: Russia, 1951, 1957 and 1969. Dmitri Mendeleev, from a 
set of 16 Russian scientists; Dmitri Mendeleev, 50th death anniversary; 
and Centenary of Dmitri Mendeleev’s Periodic Law. Gibbons catalogue 
# 1720, 2048, 3696 and MS3697.
Source: Author’s collection.

Mathematician Mstislav Vsevolodovich Keldysh (1911–1978), was the President 
of the Academy of Sciences of USSR from 1961–1975. In addition to the Soviet 
scientific research ship named Akademik Mstislav Keldysh, a crater on the moon 
and a minor planet (2186), have been named in his honour. Among the scientific 
circles of the USSR, Keldysh was known by the epithet the Chief Theoretician 
and was a key figure behind the Soviet space programme (Sergey and Kazbek, 
2013). As Novokic puts it:

Mstislav Keldysh, was a very talented mathematician in the theory 
of functions of a complex variable and in differential equations. An 
especially fundamental contribution was made by him to applied 
branches of aerodynamics. He was a Chief Theoretician-adviser of the 
government and an organizer of computational work related to jets 
and space in 1940–1960s. He was a widely known person in the Soviet 
society. All information on the work of such people was classified and 
not reflected in the world press (Novikov, 2012).
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The first time we meet mathematician Keldysh on a postage stamp (Figure 6.15), 
his profile, name and life-dates cover one quarter of the available surface space, 
with the dominant image being the Soviet scientific research ship named after 
him. A year later, his image is shown on a poster-style acknowledgement of 
his 70th birth anniversary. It is another 30 years before the birth centenary 
celebration context confirms that he is a mathematician whose work has had 
an impact on the design of space satellites. A mathematical formula is clearly 
stated. The fact that, (as confirmed by Novokic, 2012), an unheralded scientist 
has a vessel named after him illustrates the importance that Russia placed upon 
scientific endeavour during the Soviet period. Of the three messages, the first 
two are mirrors but the additional data integrated into the third makes it a lens. 

Figure 6.15: Russia, 1980, 1981 and 2011. Mstislav Keldysh, Soviet 
Scientific Research Ships, (2nd series); Mstislav Keldysh, 70th birth 
anniversary; and Mstislav Keldysh, Birth centenary. Gibbons catalogue 
# 5058, 5091. WNS catalogue # RU001.11. 
Source: Author’s collection.

Russia has been quite generous in its celebration of foreign scientists, in images 
used to convey positive messages of scientific progress. A significant number 
of these scientists have actually been foreign cosmonauts who were part of the 
continuing Russian space missions of the 1970s and 1980s. Russia sought political 
advantage in carrying representative technicians from other countries and 
optimised publicity with the issue of commemorative stamps.Having decided to 
include space research in my study, I would be remiss not to highlight the fact that 
Yuri Gagarin (1934–1968), the first man in space, is undoubtedly a hero of Russia.  
He has also appeared on the stamps of France, Germany and Poland. In 2011, 
the smiling face of Gagarin in a space-suit helmet was shown to mark the 50th 
anniversary of his flight. Figure 6.16 reproduces an earlier issue of four stamps 
celebrating the (forever young) cosmonaut.
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Figure 6.16: Russia, 1991. Yuri Gagarin, 30th anniversary of the first man 
in space. Gibbons catalogue # 6238–6241. 
Source: Author’s collection.

In 1987, The Russian postal authority looked outside of its own confines 
and issued the set of three stamps shown in Figure 6.17. The three scientists 
recognised are shown in a non-political way. From left to right:

• Ulugh Beg (1394–1449), Timurid ruler as well as astronomer and 
mathematician, on a stamp celebrating the 550th anniversary of New 
Astronomical Tables.

• Sir Isaac Newton (1643–1727), English physicist, mathematician, astronomer 
and philosopher, celebrated on the 300th anniversary of Principia 
Mathematica.

• Marie Skłodowska Curie (1867–1934), Polish physicist, chemist and Nobel 
laureate, celebrated on her 120th birth anniversary.

Each stamp was issued with a se-tenant label bearing an inscription detailing 
the subject’s scientific achievements. As they were issued at the domestic service 
fee, and the descriptions are in Russian, it can be assumed these were issued as 
lenses to notify the general public of these particular anniversaries as a civic 
education message.
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Figure 6.17: Russia, 1987. Scientists’ anniversaries. Gibbons catalogue 
# 5801–5803.
Source: Author’s collection.

China

It is more difficult to mark out a Chinese hero of science based upon frequency 
of celebration on stamps. Zeng Hi (1371–1433), the Hui-Chinese mariner and 
explorer, has been shown on two sets, seven stamps, and Xu Xiake (1587–1641), 
another mariner, on just one set of three stamps. These are the only persons 
so celebrated. China has made extensive use of generic figures on its stamps 
illustrating government policy supporting science by providing images of 
workers being assisted by the benefits of science and technology. The Chinese 
Post Office has recognised its Chinese-born scientists through two series of 
issues. These have been titled Scientists of Ancient China, three sets featuring 
12 people, and Scientists of modern China, five sets (between 1988 and 2011) 
featuring 20 people. These two series constitute 60% of all the local scientists 
celebrated on stamps, and there has been no duplication of celebrant. Context 
has been a feature of the middle set of the ancient scientists, with two stamps 
issued for each celebrant, one showing the person and the other his achievement 
in context. The modern issues also show context within the design. Examples of 
these two series are shown in Figures 4.11, 4.12, 6.18 and 6.19. 
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Figure 6.18: China, 2002. Early Chinese Scientists. Bian Que (C500BC), 
earliest physician, Liu Hui (3rd century) mathematician, Su Song (1020–
1101), astronomer, and Song Yingxing (1587–1666), scientist. Gibbons 
catalogue # 4747–4750.
Source: Author’s collection.

Figure 6.19: China, 2006. Modern Scientists, Liang Xi (1883–1958), 
forester, Mao Yisheng (1896–1989), civil engineer, Yan Yici (1900–1996), 
physicist, and Zhou Pelyan (1902–1993), physicist. Gibbons catalogue 
# 5086–5089.
Source: Author’s collection.

Generic figures optimising the benefits of science and technology in a country 
politically endorsing science has been the norm for China. These images peaked 
in the 1960s and 1970s. China Post’s more modern designs follow the western 
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style, with the person being celebrated shown with the context for their 
celebrity. The images of techno-nationalism do not allow for the portrayal of 
specific scientists as the celebrations are of the big picture.

United States

The United States was an early adopter of the postage stamp in 1847 as a 
fiscal device, and was seemingly unconstrained by its history in needing to 
develop nationalistic icons. The Founding Fathers’ portraits were used until 
1869, at which time specific events, later politicians and the American eagle, 
flags and shields began to appear. These early issues carried no text other than 
the country name and the value of the service. Text was introduced from the 
1930s, introducing the link to context. The United States Postal Service issuing 
policy relating to the actual number of stamps issued is not dissimilar to that of 
Australia and New Zealand. 38 stamps have celebrated Christopher Columbus, 
the earliest appearing in 1869, with the next in 1893. Early twentieth-century 
issues have featured land explorers, some of whom were not locally born.

The United States Postal Service rigidly adheres to its policy not to feature a 
living person on its postage stamps, and it has been emphasised in recent press 
articles that there is little chance of this policy being changed, although the Post 
Master General has said he endorses the change. The United States Postal Service 
is also conservative when it comes to honouring its scientists, preferring to wait 
for the scientist’s place in history to be fully recognised before celebrating them 
on a postage stamp. The United States is different to many issuing authorities 
in that it regularly issues its definitive stamps with issues named Prominent 
Americans, for example, and uses a simple named portrait as the main image. 
The Jonas Salk stamp shown in Figure 6.21 is a good example

The postage stamp is used to tell a wide variety of messages. Within this study I 
have looked at the achievements of The Wright Brothers, Thomas Edison, John 
James Audubon, Alexander Graham Bell, Einstein, the Antarctic explorers, 
and the first man on the moon. More than 100 American scientists have been 
shown on US stamps, many as Distinguished Americans within sets of definitive 
stamps. Recently the United States Postal Service has begun to issue sets of four 
scientists. Three scientists were featured within the millennium issues of the 
US and allow for the context examination to continue, as these stamps carried a 
textual explanation on the back of the stamp to actually elucidate the message 
being told. Two of these are shown in Figures 6.20 and 6.21. 

John F. Glenn (born 1921), was the first US astronaut to orbit the earth. In the 
winter of 1962, the US needed a hero. Americans had yet to recover from the 
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Soviet Union’s launch of the first spacecraft, Sputnik, in October 1957, a rude 
jolt to confidence of the world leaders in all things technological. The space race 
was on. 

The US lagged, managing only two 15-minute suborbital astronaut 
flights—only five minutes of weightlessness each time. Then, on Feb. 
20, 1962 a Marine Corps fighter pilot from small-town America stepped 
forward. The astronaut was John Glenn squeezed into the cockpit of a 
Mercury spacecraft called Friendship 7, launched by an Atlas rocket 
from Cape Canaveral, Florida Glenn circled the Earth three times, 
becoming the first American to orbit the planet (Wilford, 2012). 

Two stamps have been issued to celebrate the achievement (Figure 6.20). You 
will note that neither shows the name of John Glenn within its image, although 
the 2000 issue does name him on the reverse, explaining his return to space in 
the 1990s.

Figure 6.20: United States, 1962 and 2000. Project Mercury, first orbital 
flight by US astronaut and Celebrate the century, the 1990s. Scott 
catalogue # 1193 and MS 3191. 
Source: Author’s collection.

American physician and epidemiologist Jonas Salk (1914–1995) developed the 
first effective vaccine against poliomyelitis, a crippling disease that killed more 
than 3,000 Americans at its peak in 1952, and leaving many thousands more 
crippled or paralysed. The two Salk stamps shown in Figure 6.21 celebrate this 
achievement. The first shows a doctor administering an injection to a girl, with 
text on the back of the stamp offering contextual explanation and explaining 
its historical and medical importance. The second stamp was issued as one of 
a definitive set in 2006, a a prompt for Salk’s selection was probably the 50th 
anniversary of federal approval for the use of the Salk polio vaccine.
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Figure 6.21: United States, 2006. Jonas Salk from Celebrate the century, 
the 1950s, and Jonas Salk from the series, Distinguished Americans. 
Scott catalogue # MS 3187. WNS catalogue # US033.06.
Source: Author’s collection.

Two US women have been awarded the Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine, 
and both have been proclaimed on United State Postal Service issues. Polish-
born Gerti Cori (1896–1957) was and jointly awarded in 1947 with her husband, 
Carl Cori, and B. Houssey for the discovery of the course of the catalytic 
conversion of glycogen. Barbara McClintock (1902–1992) won the 1983 Prize 
for her discovery of mobile genetic elements. They were celebrated within the 
first two American Scientists series. The two stamps are shown as Figure 6.22 
and are, on the surface, mirrors, with equal prominence given to the scientist 
and the context within the design.

I describe the first stamp shown in Figure 6.23 as perhaps a mirror, but also 
a lens. This 41 cent stamp was reported by the Associated Press to have a 
printing error in the chemical formula for glucose-1-phosphate. The stamp 
was distributed despite the error being known (foxnews.com, 2008). An error 
delights the philatelist, and this error was pursued at a fervent level by scientists 
and philatelists in the editorial columns of national dailies and stamp magazines, 
out of which discussion came the correct formula (Figure 6.22). 

Figure 6.22: Correct formula for glucose-1-phosphate, which was shown 
incorrectly on the US postage stamp.
Source: Author’s research.
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Figure 6.23: United States, 2008 and 2005. American Scientists, 
series two and one, Gerti Cory and Barbara McClintock. WNS catalogue 
# US004.05 and Scott catalogue # 3906.
Source: Author’s collection.

The US has issued almost the same number of stamps featuring females as 
the other nine countries in my study added together. Of the American female 
Nobel Prize winners in the scientific categories—one for physics and two for 
physiology or medicine—two have appeared on stamps shown in Figure 6.23. 
Jane Addams, the 1931 Nobel Peace Prize recipient, although a social activist, 
was included in the 1940 issue of American scientists. The stamp is reproduced 
in Figure 3.31.

Summary of the representation of the scientist 
on stamps

How the scientist is represented varies country by country, dependent upon 
the country’s style and convention guide, policy, political motives and culture. 
As shown in Table 6.3 and Figure 6.2, the science hero might be represented by 
a portrait, portrait and context, or via a scientific achievement through which 
the scientist is known well enough to not show the portrait, although he or she 
might also be named. Figure 6.24 demonstrates how the representation changes, 
for example, between France and Germany, two European countries. Until the 
mid-1990s, France favoured a representation showing the scientist’s portrait, 
which has diminished, whereas Great Britain, who have only shown celebrities 
(other than royalty) on stamps since the mid-1960s, have represented the science 
of known scientists without showing the portrait.
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Figure 6.24: The representation of scientists on the stamps of France and 
Great Britain. NB: the scale of the y-axis of the charts differs.
Source: Author’s research.

Looking at the two Germany results shown in Figure 6.25, generic figures have 
mainly been used to illustrate the good that will accrue from the implementation 
of science within the East German planning regimes. Generic figures minimise 
the cult of the individual and emphasis the pre-eminence of the State in people’s 
lives. The high level of portrait with context occuring from the 1960s for East 
Germany is the result of celebration of space research events and anniversaries of 
Russia. The trend for West Germany has been a move from the scientist’s portrait 
appearing alone to, in later years, portraits appearing in association with a 
contextual element. As the arrows show, both ideologies moved from celebrating 
the scientist through a simple portrait to a portrait including context.

Figure 6.25: Classifications of the images of scientists on the stamps of 
East and West Germany. NB: the scale of the y-axis of the charts differs.
Source: Author’s research.

The number of Russian issued stamps declined after the death of Stalin. Similarly, 
the number of Chinese issued stamps declined after the death of Mao Zedong, 
indicating that leadership change can have a strong influence. At the end of 
1991, the USSR broke up. This study has examined the Russian Federation 
stamps as a continuation of the USSR. The number of stamps issued has fallen 
dramatically with this constitutional change. Figure 6.26 illustrates the change 
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when reviewing the number of scientists being shown on stamps. Brunn has 
examined stamps as messengers of the USSR’s political transition to the Russian 
Federation, confirming my observations (Brunn, 2011, pp. 19–36).

Figure 6.26: Constitutional change and the number of scientists featured 
on Russia’s stamps. 
Source: Author’s research. 

Russia represents one-third of the stamps studied here, and the dramatic drop 
in the number of stamps and the number of scientists featured on their stamps 
after the break-up of the USSR has an effect on the graphical representations 
that show how the importance of context has developed. I describe the effect 
as splitting into two phases after the end of 1991. Generic figures have been 
removed from Figure 6.27.

Figure 6.27: The number of scientists represented on stamps over time, 
showing a trend to more context within the stamp image and the effect of 
the break-down of the USSR upon the number of issued stamps. 
Source: Author’s research.
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In Figure 6.27, arrows indicate the trends to show that, within the ten countries 
of the study: the representation of the scientist by his portrait alone is declining, 
the levels of context in association with a portrait in telling the stamp’s message 
is increasing, as is the representation of the scientific achievement of known 
scientists without using their portrait.

The breakup of the Soviet Union has significantly reduced the number of 
science stamps issued by that postal authority, especially when viewed over a 
decade. Figure 6.28 reflects the change this makes to the total count of scientists 
on stamps.

Figure 6.28: The contextual representation of all scientists examined in 
this study, omitting the stamps of the USSR and the Russian Federation. 
Source: Author’s research.

Removing Russia from the analysis, the trends remain similar, if less marked. 
The use of portraits of scientists occurs less over time while there is a continuing 
increase in showing context.

Moving from a style that shows heroes of science by portrait alone, the stamp 
designer now incorporates context in order to strengthen the message being 
told. In general terms, this might be described as a move from a mirror to a lens 
in order to tell a scientific message, illustrating the move from expecting a public 
understanding of science to a public awareness of science. The sophistication of 
the context to enhance the message being shown on the stamp has consistently 
risen. Context allows the designer an opportunity to portray ideas requiring 
attention, which have been examined as lenses. Science heroes are recognised 
and celebrated through these mechanisms, although on later stamps the hero 
might not be shown, or even mentioned, in addition to their achievement.
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International heroes of science 

This section focuses upon those heroes whose status and achievements have 
been celebrated not only in their home country, but also by other countries to 
whom they are foreigners. Table 6.6 outlines the data.

It is understandable that any particular country will want to publicise the 
scientific achievements of its own citizens. These achievements are a source of 
national pride. Publication serves the many roles of the postage stamp in sending 
a message that has a historical, cultural, philosophical or political motive. The 
stamp’s message will certainly be seen by the country’s public during the 
course of delivery to its final destination. Messages for internal consumption 
may be mirrors that reflect reality and provide a historical or cultural narrative 
to promote nation-building and civic education. Stamps that are lenses are 
intended to promote a change in perception and or behaviour; those issued 
with a philosophical and political motive will, in the main, be directed towards 
internal action. So why would a country promote foreign scientists as message 
bearers?

Some arguments will be developed in the next chapter, in an examination of 
the use of scientific images at two specific points in time. I suggest here that 
representations of foreign scientists who are recognised to have contributed 
significantly to the public good are used to acknowledge their contribution as 
a positive factor worth the message. Acknowledging the contribution of Marie 
Curie, for example, hints at a gender balance, even if one might not exist. A 
country such as China, which has had a reputation for being insular, has looked 
outside its boundaries to honour: Copernicus (1953, 480th birth anniversary), 
two foreign doctors who contributed in the second Sino-Japanese War (1960 and 
1982), Albert Einstein (1979, birth centenary), Robert Koch (1982, centenary of 
the discovery of the cause of tuberculosis), Edmund Halley (1986 appearance of 
Halley’s Comet) and Christian Golbach (1999, 50th anniversary of the Chinese 
Academy of Science and the Goldbach conjecture). 

“The first man on the moon”, is generally shown as a generic figure, although 
most people know the names of Neil Armstrong and Edwin (Buzz) Aldrin. 
Appearing at the same level of recognition is Charles Darwin.
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Table 6.6: The scientists who have been celebrated both in their country of 
origin and as a foreign scientist. 

Aus NZ GB Fr Ge Irl Po Ru Ch US Scientist 
Total

Albert Einstein ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 7

Copernicus ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 6

Edmond Halley ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 6

James Cook ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 5

Robert Koch ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 5

“The first men on 
the moon”

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 5

Charles Darwin ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 5

Alexander Bell ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 4

Marconi ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 4

Columbus ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 4

Isaac Newton ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 4

Marie Curie ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 4

Louis Braille ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 4

Yuri Gagarin ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 4

Avicenna ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 4

Florence 
Nightingale 

✓ ✓ ✓ 3

Benjamin Franklin ✓ ✓ ✓ 3

Lord Rutherford ✓ ✓ ✓ 3

Pierre Curie ✓ ✓ ✓ 3

Albert Schweitzer ✓ ✓ ✓ 3

Country Total 4 4 9 9 11 8 14 14 4 8
Source: Author’s research.

It would appear that the European countries are more likely to celebrate the 
achievements of foreign scientists, perhaps because of their long scientific 
history. It would seem that Australia, New Zealand and Great Britain have a 
common isolation that has not recognised Einstein, Copernicus, Koch, Marie 
Curie, Braille, Yuri Gagarin, Avicenna, Pierre Curie and Albert Schweitzer on 
their stamps.

I shall review these international heroes here. 
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Albert Einstein

Figure 6.29: Albert Einstein (1879–1955).
Source: Author’s collection.

I had anticipated that Einstein would win any poll of internationally recognised 
scientists. What is interesting is that he and his work have not been shown on 
the stamps of Great Britain, Australia and New Zealand. Seven countries have 
used Einstein to tell a message. Ireland have used his image twice, the first time 
as a significant millennium subject in which Einstein, the man, is celebrated, 
as one of six stamps reflecting world historical discoveries, with no textual 
elaboration apart from his name and life-dates (thus a mirror of reality), and the 
second time as one of a set of three stamps celebrating 2005 as the International 
Year of Physics. 

Apart from the East German 1979 issue and the 2001 Irish stamp from the 
Millennium, discoveries series, Einstein is always shown as an older man.  
In 2005, he was chosen as the Face of the United Nations’ Year of Physics. Three 
European examples celebrate the 2005 Year of Physics. Six of the ten stamps 
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shown include Einstein’s formula for energy, confirmation that this is arguably 
the most well-known formula in the world. I am unable to explain the pixelation 
of the background to the French stamp unless the designer is examining the 
photo-electric effect that is illustrated on the West German acclamation. The use 
of Einstein’s image on the East German stamp superimposed over a sketch of a 
Soyuz space craft, part of the 1978 Soviet-East German Space Flight issue, and 
the symbolic flight badge, elevate Einstein’s science contribution into space. 

I categorise these stamps as mirrors, celebrations of Einstein, acknowledging his 
influence upon scientific thought and implying the implementation of his ideas 
into the knowledge of these seven countries.

Nicolaus Copernicus

Figure 6.30: Nicolaus Copernicus (1473–1543).
Source: Author’s collection.

The nine stamps reproduced in Figure 6.30 recognise Copernicus's heliocentric 
model, with the sun at the center of the universe, demonstrating that the 
observed motions of celestial objects can be explained without putting Earth 
at rest in the center of the universe. His work stimulated further scientific 
investigations, becoming a landmark in the history of science that is often 
referred to as the Copernican Revolution.
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There is a continuing controversy as to whether Copernicus was a Pole or a 
German. Davies writes that Copernicus, as was common in his era, was largely 
indifferent to nationality, being a local patriot who considered himself a Prussian 
(Davies, 2005, p. 20). The Polish postal authority has certainly made the most 
of their hero, issuing 38 stamps to celebrate his achievements. The Polish issues 
cover Copernicus’s life as well as statues, institutions and buildings named in 
his honour. The first of Copernicus’s great successors was Tycho Brahe, though 
he did not think the earth orbited the sun, followed by Johannes Kepler, who 
had worked as Tycho's assistant in Prague (Repcheck, 2007, p. 79). 

The image used on all of these stamps is based upon the 1580 portrait in Toruń Old 
Town City Hall. Five of the seven stamps show the circular artifact Copernicus 
constructed to explain his theories in the Commentariolus. The image shown 
from Poland is from the Matejko painting “Conversations with God”. All of the 
stamps are mirrors celebrating the man.

Edmond Halley

Figure 6.31: Edmond Halley (1656–1742).
Source: Author’s collection.

Edmond Halley was an English astronomer, geophysicist, mathematician, 
meteorologist, and physicist, best known for computing the orbit of the 
eponymous Halley's Comet. He was the second Astronomer Royal in Britain. 
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Astronomy and astronomers, it would appear, are popular subjects for postage 
stamps. It makes sense because the sky is common to mankind and has been 
important culturally during all of recorded time. 

All of the stamps shown in Figure 6.31 have been issued on the occasion of the 
1986 appearance of Halley’s Comet. It is interesting to compare these stamps 
with those that have celebrated Copernicus. Halley’s portrait is only used on the 
Russian miniature sheet, although a facial sketch precedes a feathered tail in the 
first of the British stamps. All of stamps have a representation of the comet and 
its distinctive tail. The Australian stamp includes a sketch of the comet’s orbital 
path and is both mirror and lens. Confusingly, the main image is the Parkes 
Radio Telescope, an Australian icon in its own right, although the comet is a 
purely visual object with no radio emissions.

The British stamps tell a tale through its four images: Dr Edmund Halley as a 
comet, Giotto spacecraft approaching comet, Twice in a lifetime and Comet orbiting 
sun and planets. It is a lens to the aspiring astronomer. 

During 1984–1986, Russia sent its message about its continuing space research 
and the voyage of the Vega 1 space probe to Venus, which included a fly-by of 
Halley’s Comet, with three stamps and a miniature sheet,. This series is a lens, 
telling a visually detailed story.

Captain James Cook

James Cook was born in 1728 in Marton, England. While working in the North 
Sea, Cook spent his free time learning mathematics and navigation. This led to 
his appointment as mate. In 1755, he volunteered for the British Royal Navy and 
took part in the Seven Years War. He was an instrumental part of the surveying 
of the St. Lawrence River, which helped in the capture of Quebec from the 
French. Following the war, Cook's skill at navigation and interest in astronomy 
made him the perfect candidate to lead an expedition, planned by the Royal 
Society and Royal Navy, to Tahiti to observe the infrequent passage of Venus 
across the face of the sun. Precise measurements of this event were needed 
worldwide in order to determine the accurate distance between the earth and 
sun. After the stop in Tahiti, Cook had orders to explore and claim possessions 
for Britain. He charted New Zealand and the east coast of Australia, known as 
New Holland at the time (Rosenberg, 2012).

The first stamp in Figure 6.32 is unique. It comes from the first set of 
commemorative stamps in the world, the 1888 Centenary of the First Fleet’s 
arrival in Sydney, issued by the Colony of New Sort Wales. Subsequent issues 
by five countries qualify Cook as a hero of science. It is his image that dominates 
all the stamps, although three also show his ship, The Endeavour. Australia Post 
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has issued 16 stamps commemorating Cook’s voyages of discovery to Australia, 
although these days it is more politically correct to talk about European 
Discovery. New Zealand has produced 11 stamps featuring James Cook. The 
Irish issue celebrates Cook in its Millennium Series – Discoverers. The 1978 US 
set commemorates an American connection, the 200th anniversary of Cook’s 
visits to Hawaii and Alaska. All these stamps celebrate the man and are mirrors, 
not lenses.

Figure 6.32: Captain James Cook (1728–1779).
Source: Author’s collection.
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Robert Koch

Figure 6.33: Robert Koch (1843–1910).
Source: Author’s collection.

Robert Koch, the son of a mining engineer, astounded his parents at the 
age of five by telling them that he had, with the aid of the newspapers, 
taught himself to read, a feat which foreshadowed the intelligence and 
methodical persistence which were to be so characteristic of him in later 
life … Some two years after his arrival in Berlin to work at the Imperial 
Health Bureau Koch discovered the tubercle bacillus and also a method 
of growing it in pure culture. In 1882 he published his classical work on 
this bacillus. He was still busy with work on tuberculosis when he was 
sent, in 1883, to Egypt as Leader of the German Cholera Commission, to 
investigate an outbreak of cholera in that country. Here he discovered 
the vibrio that causes cholera and brought back pure cultures of it to 
Germany. He also studied cholera in India … In 1905 he was awarded 
the Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine. In 1906, he returned to 
Central Africa to work on the control of human trypanosomiasis, and 
there he reported that atoxyl is as effective against this disease as quinine 
is against malaria. Thereafter Koch continued his experimental work on 
bacteriology and serology (Nobel Foundation, 1967).

Almost the same portrait of Koch has been used for the seven stamps reproduced 
here, although the beard and hair have been whitened for the Poland issue. Four 
of the stamps show just the portrait, although in one Koch is reading. These 
obviously commemorate the man, implying that his deeds are known. Four of the 
stamps are issued in 1982, the centenary of the discovery of tubercule bacillus.  
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Three of the stamps show context, with the French and Chinese stamps including 
a microscope and the image of what Koch might have seen. These three items are 
lenses. In 2005, we see the German issue showing more clearly defined context, 
with a clear image from the microscope slide. These stamps do not challenge and 
are mirrors of reality.

‘The first men on the moon’: Neil Armstrong and 
Edwin (Buzz) Aldrin

Figure 6.34: The first men on the moon, 1969.
Source: Author’s collection.

On 20 July 1969, Neil Armstrong became the first man to walk on the moon; 
Buzz Aldrin, following his Apollo 11 crewmate, was the second. Aldrin piloted 
the lunar module during that mission and spent over two hours on the Sea of 
Tranquility. Both men were dressed similarly in a pressurised suit that masked 
their identities behind a visor. This is the image that has become the icon for 
the event and the overall achievement. The two men have become synonymous 
with the event, as has Michael Collins, the Command Module pilot. The images 
used are, however, of the men who walked the moon’s surface.

The United States forecast the event through a stamp two months earlier, 
acclaiming the Apollo 8 mission which put men into orbit around the moon 
during December 1968, with the image of Earth, the blue planet rising over the 
surface of the moon with the words: ‘In the beginning God …’. The 1969 US 
stamp included in the figure above was issued in September 1969 as an Air Post 
stamp, in anticipation of overseas use. The image reproduces the scene of the 
Apollo 8 stamp, with the image of an astronaut first setting foot on the moon. 
Russia did not acknowledge American achievements on its postage stamps 
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during the Cold War and the space race, until the 1975 Apollo-Soyuz space link 
project commemoration, which shows the portraits of three NASA astronauts 
with two USSR cosmonauts.

Eastern Europe followed the Russian example in ignoring the US moon landing. 
Of the stamps shown here, one marks the 20th anniversary and three celebrate 
the 25th anniversary of the moon landing. The French and Irish stamps are from 
their millennium issues, highlighting the significant events of the twentieth 
century. The New Zealand stamp is a holograph that attracts attention, as it is 
different. I categorise all the images as mirrors of the event.

Charles Darwin

Figure 6.35: Charles Darwin (1809–1882).
Source: Author’s collection.

Charles Darwin was a British scientist who laid the foundations of the theory 
of evolution and transformed the way we think about the natural world. Great 
Britain has celebrated Darwin with 16 different stamps, including the unique 
set of five stamps cut into the shape of a jigsaw puzzle as an analogy of his life’s 
work. The five countries featuring Darwin have all used images of him as an 
older man. 

Darwin’s life dates must be on the permanent diary of anniversaries for potential 
stamp issues. All the stamps shown relate to anniversaries: 150th birth centenary 
in 1958, 1982 death centenary and 2009 birth bicentenary. There is no doubt 
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Darwin’s influence is acknowledged world-wide. The theory of evolution still 
causes controversy, but the stamps illustrated are mirrors of acknowledgement 
except, perhaps, the Great Britain set, which shows different species of similar 
animals facing inwards to the Darwin image, as these do prompt a further look. 
I categorise these stamps as lenses.

Avicenna

One eastern scientist features as a hero of science, although I do not know if 
celebration of his person contributes to the western/eastern science debate. 
Four European countries have chosen to honour Avicenna, Abū ʿAlī al-Ḥusayn 
ibn Abd Allāh ibn Sīnā (980–1037), the Muslim physician, most famous and 
influential of the philosopher-scientists of the Islamic world. He was particularly 
noted for his contributions in the fields of Aristotelian philosophy and medicine. 
He composed the Kitāb al-shifāʾ Book of the Cure, a vast philosophical and 
scientific encyclopaedia, and Al-Qanun fi al-Tibb The Canon of Medicine, which 
is among the most famous books in the history of medicine. Avicenna was born 
in a part of Persia, now known as Uzbekistan, which might explain the 1980 
Russian stamp and the earlier marking of the birth millenary of Abū Rayḥān 
Muḥammad ibn Aḥmad Bīrūnī (973–1048), another Persian Muslim scholar and 
polymath honoured as the most original polymath the Islamic world had ever 
known.

Figure 6.36: Avicenna (980-1037).
Source: Author’s collection.

Summary of the representation of international 
heroes on stamps

In most cases, a country tends to mark the achievement of a foreign scientist 
on the occasion of an anniversary of the scientist or his achievement. It appears 
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that the international hero will be so well known that it is likely that his image 
will be shown as a mirror rather than with a meaningful context as a lens. 
This appears to contradict the trend towards context anticipating a public 
understanding of science moving to a public awareness of science.

Summary of the study into heroes of science 
on postage stamps

Each of the countries I have studied has featured heroes of science on their 
stamps. All have celebrated their own scientists and to a lesser extent foreign 
scientists who have contributed to the country or the world as a whole. The 
celebration of a local hero proclaims a positive message about that country and 
the opportunities and environment for science to succeed; the message is about 
the country that has raised the hero. The hero is a source of national pride to 
be honoured. The postal authorities of all countries have used actual images of 
scientists to validate and justify the message on a postage stamp. In some cases, 
the individual is apparently considered well known and the image might not 
require a portrait to substantiate the message that embraces an achievement. 
The hero of science on a stamp substantiates Scott’s observation about “images 
which provide the possibility of a degree of independent or national assertion” 
(Scott, 1995. p. 94). 

Half of the science stamps I have examined have a direct connection to a known 
and recognisable scientist. The other half illustrate what I have called science in 
abstract. Actual space research, as it evolved from the 1950s, is science. There 
is a less distinct correlation between the visible participants of space research, 
the cosmonauts, as they were known to the Russian effort, and the astronauts, 
as they were described by the United States, as scientists. In this study I have 
recognised these people as mainstream scientists, and this has biased the number 
of scientists whose achievements have been honoured through the issue of a 
celebratory postage stamp. It has been Russia and the Eastern Bloc counties, East 
Germany and Poland where this bias is the most apparent. Interestingly, this 
bias has resulted in more than the usual number of stamps being issued. Russia 
has also used the international space programme, in which it has cooperated 
with the US through NASA, to celebrate US astronauts. This took place before 
the end of the Cold War, suggesting that Russia was positioning itself to play a 
part in an emerging global economy. 

All countries have celebrated the achievements of foreign scientists. There 
has been an overlap where scientists have achieved their recorded success in 
another country. There is a celebrated nucleus of scientists whose discoveries 
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and inventions have changed the world. These international heroes have been 
acknowledged, largely without an apparent political motive, within the message 
on postage stamps, as contributors to society.

The representation of scientists and their 
achievements on stamps

The representation of scientists on postage stamps is changing over time. 
The change is, to an extent, enabled by changes in the technology of image 
production and printing. Intaglio methods have been overtaken in many 
instances by photogravure printing, which enables the use of photographic 
images. Photographs allow for the image of the scientist to be shown within 
his or her working environment without requiring further enhancement. 
Coincident with technology changes there has been a trend toward showing 
more context associated with scientists’ achievements. I have been able to 
illustrate this trend by examining the images on a number of the heroes of 
science examples. The trend has been from showing the named portrait of the 
celebrant, adding context as a small part of the overall image, to a situation 
where the celebrant’s achievement is afforded equal space to a portrait. The cycle 
can be seen to have travelled a full circle to the situation where the achievement 
is the image with only a textual reference to the scientist. Somewhere along the 
way, the development process of a stamp issue has changed. Between the postal 
authority who initially conceptualise the issue, the stamp selection committee, 
the designers (several of whom may be asked to submit their unique designs), 
the printers, and the authority management who make the final decision on the 
message and how it is presented, something has changed over time. It seems 
that the understanding of science by the people in the process has changed and 
this is shown through the awareness of science inherent in the modern design.

The early scientific stamp acknowledged and represented science through 
the portrait of an individual scientist. I presume that in many countries the 
scientist would be thought to be known by name or image and achievement so 
that no elaboration would be required. With an increasing impact of science 
and technology upon the public, some examinations of the benefits make 
social, and possibly political statements applicable. It has been the increasing 
understanding of science that had driven how the message is told. Not all of 
science is readily comprehensible, however, and many modern developments 
will be as a result of multiple participants, without a logical figurehead, which 
allow for representation of the result as the message. 

Figure 6.37 shows the relationships, over time, of the models of science 
communication and the use of context in the representation of science on postage 
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stamps. The stamp designer is saying that we reflect on our stamp images what 
it is that the general public knows or is thought to know. The timeline shown 
reflects two significant science communication dates: the Bodmer report in 1985, 
and the House of Lords report in 2000. The 1990s is the period where I perceive 
an increase in the context shown in science stamps.

Figure 6.37: The increasing use of context and science communication on 
postage stamps.
Source: Author’s research.

Stamps that contribute to the public 
awareness of science

A prevalent term in modern literature is the “personification” of science. It 
is often to be found in the same sentence as “engagement” with science. I am 
reminded of the remark made by Micheal Zsolt of Australia Post, in which he 
envisaged Australia Post to have a potential three-second window of engagement 
with which to grab the attention of someone handling an envelope carrying an 
Australia Post stamp. Stamps are printed in the millions and there is the chance 
that the three second window be repeated and reinforced a number of times 
over the life of that stamp. Everyday exposure to something non-confronting, 
such as an image of science, may reduce any fear factor that the viewer may have 
had of that science. 

As discussed previously, at the same time as mail deliveries are declining, the 
number of stamps being issued is increasing. The number of science stamps is 
also increasing. It is possible that a person now receiving an envelope carrying 
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a stamp will allow it further attention than Michael Zsolt’s three seconds. If the 
design incorporates context as a part of the message, it may appear the more 
interesting and engage the viewer. 

The stamps issued since the mid-1990s have shown a trend towards more context 
in support of the messages intended for the general public. My affiliation with 
the Australian National Centre for the Public Awareness of Science has tempted 
me to seek science stamps conveying a message with a scientific content. Very 
few actually have a message directed towards public awareness. The examples 
reproduced in Figures 6.38 to 6.42, from my perspective, address the issue 
of the public awareness of science. Three of the sets use compilations of the 
technology of the time to celebrate these as achievements. A sustainability theme, 
promoting awareness, is also seen in the Great Britain millennium issues, as will 
be discussed in the Chapter Seven. In 1961, Russia issued a political stamp, 
shown in Figure 6.38, that might have been titled Public awareness of science, 
although its published title is Communist Labour Teams – “Adult education”. 
Generic figures are shown engaging with a geometrical figure drawn on a 
blackboard. The problem has their undivided attention. This was one image of 
three labour teams in their workplace. The iconic hammer and sickle overlaied 
in red proclaims a government initiative benefitting workers. Its message is more 
subtle than the overtly political exhortations to achieve production targets that 
have been examined in Chapter Five. It is also gender balanced.

Figure 6.38: Russia, 1961. Communist Labour Teams – “Adult 
education”. Gibbons catalogue # 2633. 
Source: Author’s collection.

It took until 2007 for New Zealand to issue a set of stamps that promotes a public 
awareness of science. The Clever Kiwis set, shown in Figure 6.39, shows five 
quite different aspects of technology, with a New Zealand bias tied by design 
and the title, shown on each stamp. Also spelled out in each instance is the 
science and technology achievement, complemented by an engineering drawing 
and a small image of the object being celebrated. The set is consistent with the 
New Zealand Post objective of having a national focus and celebrating science 
and ingenuity as contributors to the social community. It is a set that challenges 
the viewer to be aware. The objects and inventions chosen to honour Clever 
Kiwis are: the inventor of the electric fence, Bill Gallagher, (1930s); spreadable 
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butter, the brain-child of Robert Norris and David Illingworth of the New 
Zealand Dairy Research Institute; the mountain buggy, introduced in 1992; the 
jet boat; William Hamilton (1899–1978), inventor, who was featured as a hero 
in Figure 6.50; and the animal tranquilliser gun, an invention of Colin Murdoch 
(1929–2008). 

Figure 6.39: New Zealand, 2007. Clever Kiwis. Campbell Paterson 
catalogue # S1051–1055. 
Source: Author’s collection.

China has facilitated the understanding and awareness of Archimedes’ Principle 
in two sets of two stamps in 2008 and 2010, suggesting the postal authority 
might be developing a series showing myths of history that apply today. To 
date, I have not had access to the China 2012 issue programme to confirm it as 
a series. The first issue (Figure 6.40) is titled Cao Chong weighs the elephant. Cao 
Chong (196–208) lived during the Han Dynasty, was a child prodigy and the son 
of warlord Cao Cao. The two stamps describe the process: “marking the water 
level on the boat loaded with the elephant”, and “replacing the elephant with 
weighable objects”. The two-part set is directly teaching a science concept.  
I can see it being used in a classroom to communicate to children who will be 
engaged by the friendliness of the characters and the directness of the story.
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Figure 6.40: China, 2008. Cao Chong weighs the elephant. WNS 
catalogue # CN037–038.08. 
Source: Author’s collection.

The 2010 title (Figure 6.41) is Wen Yanbo gets the ball from the hole in the tree. 
The historical perspective is that of Wen Yanbo (575–637), a key advisor for 
Emperors Gaozu and Taizong, and who served as a chancellor during the reign 
of Emperor Taizong's reign during the Tang Dynasty. Wen Yanbo floats the ball 
within the hollow tree to the opening into which it was placed.

Figure 6.41: China, 2010. Wen Yanbo gets the ball from the hole in the 
tree. WNS catalogue # CN037-038.10. 
Source: Author’s collection.

The stamp reproduced as Figure 6.42 has been acknowledged as a contributor 
to the public awareness of science. This stamp, which was declared the best 
stamp of 1981 by the Universal Postal Union, dramatically shows the effects of 
pollution upon a butterfly, a stylised cyprinid fish and a plant and compares 
these effects with how the living things should look. It incorporates a classic 
before-and-after symbolism and is highly effective.
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Figure 6.42: West Germany, 1981. Preservation of the environment. 
Gibbons catalogue # 1951. 
Source: Author’s collection.

A different public engagement with postage 
stamps

Royal Mail has sought to engage the public through an app provided to the users 
of smartphones. The smartphone user photographs an appropriate stamp image, 
which is recognised by the app, which provides additional data about the stamp 
to the user. If the stamp image, for example, shows a band the app could respond 
by playing appropriate music. This approach is being trialed. At this point in 
time, it is a gimmick for postage stamps, offered sparingly. It is a new method of 
potential engagement with stamps, not necessarily of science, but it does offer 
the possibility to move from a one-way communication model to a reactive model 
where follow-up material can be suited to meet the enquirer’s needs.

The results of this chapter combine to help answer questions that are further 
explored in the next chapter, which examines stamps issued at the time of the 
millennium and stamps drawing attention to the changing climate.
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